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1 Mukiple fibre$ of elliptic fibrations

  Let f : V - B be a# miRiRal el}lptlc fi5ratioxx frem a ReRsi#gitl&; pyojeceive

surface V ollte a Ronsingular projective curve B over an algebralcally closed field

k, Let us consider multiple fibres of f. In the case of characteristic zero, multiple

fibres are classified and it is well-known. For example, the following is known:

Fact 1 (char= O) ifmF is a multiple fibre, the F is either an elliptic curve, a nodal

rational curve, or a loop of rational citrves.

In tl}e case of positive characteristic, liowever, the coinp}ete classification of niu}tip}e

fi})res is i}ot lmewft as far as t}ie autho}' !ÅqRows. [I'he foliowing f&ct are, fieverthele$s,

k}owR:

Fact 2 (cliar= p År e) ijmF is a muttipie fibre and ifF is neither an eiiiptie curve,

a nodal rational curve, nor a loop of rational c2trves, then m is a power ofp.

W"urthermore, some result$ and many examples of multiple fibre in positive char-

acteristic due to IÅqa,tsura and Ueno are known. Yet, the following problem rests

open:

Prob}e!n ! (N6roR) Poes there e.xtst a?} eili,ptic .Ebration which has mecltipie .Ebre$

efs#f]e?'sing{sgar egliptic csrve, ef m?iii.ipgicity p" with y År 1 9

Here the defmitien of superslng"lar elllptic curve is as follows:

Definition 1 Let E be an elliptic curve. Uie say that E is supersingular if there

e,xists a rationalfttnction h such that the e,x'terio'r differentiation dh globally yenerates

the. sheaf of di,ff. Ie'rential,s
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  We shall give an example of multiple fibre pE, where E is supersingular.

Example 1 Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve. Consider the product of E.and

the projective line, the projection onto Pi, and the Frobenius k-morphisms. Take

a convenient covering a : X - E Å~ Pi of degree p, which factors the Frobenius

k-morphism of E Å~ Pi.

                          Frobenius k-morphism

                Expl Expi
P1'

E5iispxx x ntgP
Pl'

                  pl pl
                           Frobenius k,-morphism

Then the composite f = proo is an elliptic fibration which has a multiple fibre pE.

  We note that it is diflicult to extend this example into the case of p"E. So, let

us consider another method.

2 False hyperelliptic surfaces

  Let X be a nonsingular relatively minimal projective surface.

Definition 2 (Hl) rc(X) = O, x(Ox) = O, (Kx2r) = O, dim Alb(X) = 1.

(H2) Let g : X . E be the Albanese mapping. Then all fibres of p are elliptic

    clL7'ves.

IfX sati,sLfies these conditions, we say that X is a hyperelliptic sttrface.

IIyperelliptic surt'aces ha,ve the I'ollowing propcrties:

  1. Every hyperelliptic surface is obtained as the quotient of the product of two

    elliptic curves by a finite group scheme.

  2. Every hyperelliptic surface has another elliptic fibration onto Pi.
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  There is another class of surfaces which have the same numerical inva,riants.

Definition 3 (Ql) h:(X) = O, x(Ox) = O, (A'l2,r) = O, dim Alb(.\) = 1,

(Q2) Let g : X - E be the Albanese mapping. Then all fibres of g are ration(tl

    curves with one ordinary cusp.

ijX satisLfies these conditions, we say that X is a quasi,-hyperelliptic•surface.

Quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces have the following properties:

  1. Every quasi-hyperelliptic surface is obtained as the quotient of the product of

    an elliptic curve and a rational curve with one ordinary cusp, by a finite group

    scheme.

  2. Every quasi-hyperelliptic surface has an elliptic fibration onto Pi.

  3. Quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces occur in characteristic 2 or 3.

  Let us generalize quasi-hyperelliptic surfaces in every positive characteristic. As-

sume that the cha,racteristic p is positive.

Definition 4 (Fl) rdOx) = O, (IsZ2xr)= O, dimAlb(X) = 1.

(F2) Let g : X -• E be the Albanese mapping. Then all flbres ofg are rational

    curves with one cusp of type xP" + y" = O, where (n,p) = 1.

IfX satisLfies these conditions, we say that X is a false hyperelliptic surface.

Here we note that rc(X) = O is not assumed. The following problems arise.

  1. Do false hyperelliptic surfaces exist?

  2. Do false hyperelliptic surfaces have elliptic fibrations?

  In this article, we consider only the case where the Albanese mapping has a

section S. We can prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1 IiVe have the following ca7'tesian diagi'am:
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where F is the u-th power of the ,Frobeniits k-morphism, pt is the normaliiation, tu

is an e'tale covering, E = Alb(X), L = F'Os(S), and Z = P(OE'v (D L).

  We can also prove that ,C" is trivial. So, let r be the order of L. Set T = {P E

X l g is not smooth at P}.

Theorem 2 There exists an elliptic fibration th onto rational curve, induced from
the secondprojection EÅ~Pi - Pi in the previous theorem. Moreover th has multiple

fibres rpVS and rT.

Here if r is equal to one, then rT is not multiple fibre.

Theorem 3 If th has at most two multiple fibres rp"S and rT, then E is a super-

singular elliptic curve.

3 Anexample
  To close this article, we shall give an example of false hyperelliptic surface with

section, which gives an afl}rmative answer about N6ron's problem in Section 1 . We

begin with

Lemma 1 Let tu be an exact differential form on a smooth prol'ective curve C. Sup-

pose the divisor ofw has the form p"nH, where H is an effective divisor, and where

u and n are positive integers. Then there exists a local coordinate system {ni E

Ii (Ui, Oc)}iEi for an a.t7ine open coveri•ng {Ui}iEi ofC, satisLLying 7]i = aij•"P"nj+bij•P",

where {ai,•} are transi,tion fotnctions of Oc(.EI) for {Ui}iEi, and bi,• Ei I"(Ui fi U,•,Oot).

This statement is difficult to understand. So, we shall give an example.

Example 2 Let C be an affine plane curve defined by an equation y"p" -y : xnp"-i,

where v and n are positive integers and n År 1, (p,n) = 1. Since the genus of C
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is (np" - 1)(npV - 2)/2, we obtain that the divisor of aiza exact differential dx is

np"(np" - 3)P., where J?.. is the point at infinity. Hence C and dx satisfy the

hypothesis of the previous leinma. Let ni, aij•, and bij• be the sections mentioned in

the lemina. Let 8 be a vector bundle generated by {ei} and {fi}, where ei == e,• and

fi -- aiJ•"P"fj• -}- 5ij•P"e]•. Let F("År be the #-th power of the Frobenius k-morphisn3 of

C. Tl}eR we kgve: .l;'Åq#)'S is $table if g S p Åq y ; F(")"g is wasta51e if ge 2 y.

  Now, we sha}l construct an example of false hypere}liptic surface with section.

Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve and talÅqe arbitrary positive integers v and

n with (p,n) = 1. By the above lemma, we have {Ui}, {ni}, {ai,•}, {bi,•} as above.

(Note that H is zero in this case.) Consider an open surface Xo and a morphism

ip : Xo - E defined as

              Åë"(Ui) ww Spec I"(Ui, OE)[xi, yil/(xiP" - yin - si),

whese xi = ai3•nxs + 5i2', yi ww- a{S"yj-. Let X be the $mgeth cemp}etioR of Xg.

[l)hen X is a false hyperelliptic surface. Furthermore, the Albanese variety is E, the

Albanese mapping has a section S which is equal to the complement of Xo, and the

normal bundle of S is trivial, Moreover, we note that X has an elliptic fibratiQn

th : X - Pi which has a in"ltiple fibre pVS, where S is a supersingular elliptic curve.
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